Age-related differences in the preparatory processes of motor programming.
This article investigates the mechanisms underlying the age-related differences in information processing in the production of motor responses, especially the development of feedforward mechanisms. No age-related differences have emerged from developmental studies aiming at analyzing motor programming. Nevertheless, age effects have seldom been studied in function of motor preparation. The aim of the present experiment was (1) to study age differences in motor preparation, and (2) to validate the early maturation of movement parameters specification. Two conditions were used (1) no advanced information on the movement to be made was given to the subject (neutral prime), and (2) advanced information on which direction should be followed was provided to the subject, allowing him to prepare a response based on a prime (primed condition). Four age groups were studied 6, 8, 10 and 22 years. Our results showed mainly an early maturation of the programming processes. More specifically, (1) beyond 6 years of age, children are capable of using the information provided by the prime to prepare their movement in advance, (2) costs and benefits of pre-programming do not vary significantly with age, (3) deprogramming-reprogramming of effector and direction is quite similar across the four age groups.